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June 2018  $7.5 billion
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A different approach…

Leverage the power of the community 

Flexible

Platform

Simple



The GitHub 
marketplace
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73M+ 
Developers

200M+ 
Repositories

1,000s 
Open-Source Communities

2.6B+ 
Contributions / Year

4M+ 
Organizations

84% 
Fortune 500 companies

Where the world builds software
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GitHub Actions –
More then CI/CD

Automate everything with workflows

35 events can trigger a workflow

GitHub Token and Workflow Permissions

Community-powered workflows

Any platform, any language, any cloud



Workflows
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A text file in your repository 
(.github/workflows)

YAML Ain’t Markup Language (YAML)

Events trigger workflows (on:)

One or multiple jobs

Executed on a runner

Contains steps

A reusable step is action 
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YAML



Extension: .yml or .yaml

Data-serialization language 
writable and readable by humans 

YAML basics
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Contains syntactically relevant 
newlines and indentation instead 
of braces 

A strict superset of JSON



YAML basics
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Workflow syntax



Name and Triggers
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Name of the workflow

Trigger:
› Webhook events
› Scheduled events
› Manual events



Name and Triggers
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Manual events



Name and Triggers
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Manual events: trigger using the API 
(curl, octokit, GitHub CLI)
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Demo



Strategy
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› For-loop – array
› Nested for-loops: 

multidimensional array
› Runs for all combinations in all 

dimensions
› Fail-fast (yes/no)
› May parallel jobs



Workflow jobs
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Map – run in parallel by default

Can be chained using needs keyword

Runs on a runner in one process

Contains a sequence of steps



Workflow steps
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Sequence in a job

Run in the same process / same directory

Run in a shell

Parameter Description

bash
Bash shell. The default shell on all non-Windows platforms with a 
fallback to sh . When specified on Windows, the bash shell included 
with Git is used.

pwsh PowerShell Core. Default on the Windows platform. 

python The python shell. Allows you to run python scripts

cmd Windows only! The windows command prompt.

powershell Windows only! The classical Windows PowerShell.



Actions
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A reusable step

Lives in a git repo

Syntax: 
› {owner}/{repo}@{ref}

› {owner}/{repo}/{path}@{ref}
› ./.github/actions/my-action

References:
› SHA

› Tag

› Branch



Actions
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User docker images as actions
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Demo
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Contexts and expressions syntax



Contexts and expressions syntax
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${{ <expression> }}

context syntax:
› context[‘key’] (if key starts with number or contains special characters)

› context.key

Context:
› matrix

› github

› env

› runner



Contexts and expressions syntax
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Contexts and expressions syntax
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Function Description

success()
Returns true if none of the 
previous steps have failed or 
been cancelled.

always() 

Returns true even if a 
previous step was cancelled 
and causes the step to 
always get executed 
anyway.

cancelled()
Returns only true if the 
workflow was canceled.

failure()
Returns true if a previous 
step of the job had failed.

Function Description

Contains (search, 
item)

Returns true if search conta
ins item.

startsWith
(search, item)

Returns true if search start 
with item.

endsWith
(search, item)

Returns true if search ends 
with item

format(‘ {0} ‘, 
item)

Replaces placeholders in a 
string.

join(array, 
seperator)

All values in array are 
concatenated into a string.

toJSON (value)
Returns a pretty-print JSON 
representation of value.

fromJSON (value)
Returns a JSON object or 
JSON data type for value.

Operator Description

( ) Logical group

! Not

< , <=
Less than, less than or 
equal

> , >= 
Greater than, greater than 
or equal

== Equal

!= Not equal

&& And

|| Or
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Demo



Workflow commands
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Interact with the workflow from within your steps

Write command to output (normally using echo)

Examples:
› Set-output

› Error



Workflow commands
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Toolkit function Equivalent workflow command

core.addPath Accessible using environment file GITHUB_PATH

core.debug debug

core.notice notice

core.error error

core.endGroup endgroup

core.exportVariable Accessible using environment file GITHUB_ENV

core.getInput Accessible using environment 
variable INPUT_{NAME}

core.getState Accessible using environment 
variable STATE_{NAME}

Toolkit function Equivalent workflow command

core.isDebug Accessible using environment 
variable RUNNER_DEBUG

core.saveState save-state

core.setCommandEcho echo

core.setFailed Used as a shortcut for ::error and exit 1

core.setOutput set-output

core.setSecret add-mask

core.startGroup group

core.warning warning
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Demo
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Secrets



Secrets
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Defined on org, repo, or environment level

Secret context
› ${{ secrets.MY_SECRET }}

› Set as input (with:) or environment (env:) for actions

Set in UI or CLI
› $ gh secret set MY_SECRET --body P4ssw0rd

› $ gh secret set MY_SECRET –-env Production

› $ gh secret set MY_SECRET –-org my-org 

Masked in log 

Organization

Repository

Environment



The GITHUB_TOKEN
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${{ secrets.GITHUB_TOKEN }} or ${{ github.token }}

Authenticate to GitHub to perform automation

Default permission read/write for all scopes (current default) or read repo



The GITHUB_TOKEN
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Perform actions as github-actions:
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Demo
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Actions



GitHub Actions
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Actions are reusable 

3 kind of Actions

› Container

› JavaScript / Typescript

› Composite Actions



Container Actions
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Dockerfile or existing image

inputs



Container Actions
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Dockerfile or existing image

inputs
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Demo



JavaScript Actions
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Demo



Composite Actions
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Just a action.yml file

Inputs

Outputs

Runs



Share your action in the marketplace
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Really easy to share

Draft a release

Unique name

Check for README, Icon, Color
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Demo
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Running your workflows



GitHub hosted runners
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› Linux
› Windows

Hardware:
› Standard_DS2_v2 virtual machines in 

Microsoft Azure

› 2-core CPU

› 7 GB of RAM

› 14 GB of SSD disk space

› MacOS

Hardware:
› 3-core CPU

› 14 GB of RAM

› 14 GB of SSD disk space

Passwordless sudo / UAC disabled Passwordless sudo



Virtual Environments
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Environment YAML Label Included Software

Ubuntu 20.04 ubuntu-latest or ubuntu-20.04 ubuntu-20.04

Ubuntu 18.04 ubuntu-18.04 ubuntu-18.04

macOS 11 macos-latest or macos-11 macOS-11

macOS 10.15 macos-10.15 macOS-10.15

Windows Server 2022 windows-latest or windows-2022 windows-2022

Windows Server 2019 windows-2019 windows-2019

Windows Server 2016 windows-2016 windows-2016

https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments

https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments/blob/main/images/linux/Ubuntu2004-Readme.md
https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments/blob/main/images/linux/Ubuntu1804-Readme.md
https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments/blob/main/images/macos/macos-11-Readme.md
https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments/blob/main/images/macos/macos-10.15-Readme.md
https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments/blob/main/images/win/Windows2022-Readme.md
https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments/blob/main/images/win/Windows2019-Readme.md
https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments/blob/main/images/win/Windows2016-Readme.md


GitHub hosted runners - pricing
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Build minutes:
› On Linux: $0.008

› On macOS: $0.08

› On Windows: $0.016

GitHub edition Storage Minutes Max concurrent jobs

GitHub Free 500 MB 2,000 20 (5 for macOS)

GitHub Pro 1 GB 3,000 40 (5 for macOS)

GitHub Free for 
organizations 500 MB 2,000 20 (5 for macOS)

GitHub Team 2 GB 3,000 60 (5 for macOS)

GitHub 
Enterprise Cloud 50 GB 50,000 180 (50 for macOS)
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Demo



Self-hosted runners
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› Free
› Any platform (x64: Linux, macOS, Window. ARM64 and 

ARM32 on Linux )

› HTTPS long polling port 443 – 50 seconds

› Can be used to deploy to local resources
› Can be added at Enterprise, Organization, and 

Repository level

$ ./config.sh --url
<url> --token PAT 

$ sudo ./svc.sh 
install

$ sudo ./svc.sh 
start 

$ ./run.sh 



Self-hosted runners
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Access: Runner Groups

A runner can only be in 1 group

Apply labels 
› $ ./config.sh --labels self-hosted,x64,linux 
› runs-on: [self-hosted, linux, X64] 



Self-hosted runners
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Access: Runner Groups

A runner can only be in 1 group

Apply labels 
› $ ./config.sh --labels self-hosted,x64,linux,matlab
› runs-on: [self-hosted, linux, X64, matlab] 



Self-hosted runners - gotchas
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Runners are not ephemeral per default –
you have to clean up after a build yourself
› $ ./config.sh --ephemeral 

Use web hooks to auto scale 
(https://github.com/jonico/awesome-
runners)

Do not allow public repositories!

Limit Actions and use SHA or fork

Create a company marketplace 
(https://github.com/rajbos/actions-
marketplace)
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Environments



Environments
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Environments:
› Reviewers / Approvers
› Wait timer (until 30 days)

› Branches (à branch protection!)

› Deployment branches
› Secrets



Environments
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Approvals

Secrets after 
approval

Set URL from 
output of other 
job/step

Progress
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Demo
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Workflow templates



Workflow templates
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Available in 
Actions / New 
workflow

Get copied     
one time

Starter 
workflows



Workflow templates
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<org>/.github/workflow-templates



Reusable workflows
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Ref if not 
in same 

repo!



Concurrency
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Workflow or job

Optional: cancel in-progress jobs

Use cases:
› Wait job/workflow until deployment 

completed

› Cancel deployment and deploy newer 
version instead



Caching
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Use cache action

Use cache key for grouping

Use setup actions for package managers:
› npm
› gradle

› pip

› …

Limits:
› 7 days

› 10 GB



Let‘s 
connect

@mike_kaufmann 

@wulfland 

https://writeabout.net

Michael 
Kaufmann

Founder/MD Xpirit Germany
Microsoft Regional Director, MVP

Linkedin.com/in/mikaufmann
mkaufmann@xpirit.com


